ALL THAT GLITTERS


Sunday, April 29th, 1:30-4:30
With Andrea Warren, from Golden Artist Colors
Explore the shimmering world of GOLDEN’s Iridescent and Interference colours in
this introductory workshop! Try out a full range of metallics, from the classic
coppers and golds to unique colours such as the dark and gritty Micaceous Iron
Oxide, the Iridescent Stainless Steel and the textured Gold Mica Flakes. Learn how
to use the Iridescent colours to create patina effects, and to create your own faux
gold leaf. Discover the opalescent Interference colours and how to use them to
full effect, working on light and dark surfaces, with other pigments, and mixed
with gels for texture, pouring and dripping. Learn what pigments work best for
mixing with these colours, and experiment with using them in different formats
such as the ink-like High Flow paint line- with pen and nib for calligraphy and
through refillable markers and Fineline applicators for markmaking. Discover
these gorgeous candy colors for yourself, and go home with a sample set to start
you off at home!
Cost: $55, all materials included.

GOLDEN LECTURE DEMO:
MIXED MEDIA TECHNIQUES
Sunday, April 29th, 10:00 am -12:00 pm
With Andrea Warren, from Golden Artist Colors
This comprehensive lecture covers a wide variety of techniques and tools that fall
into the wide open category of mixed media. Learn all about working with gels
and molding pastes, creating washes and stains, acrylic transfers, combining
imagery, working with stencils, creating encaustic and resin looks with acrylic,
fabric applications, drawing with pencils and pastel on acrylic surfaces, using paint
markers, pouring techniques, and more. Whether you are a traditionalist or lean
towards abstraction, a beginner painter or an experienced artist, this lecture
provides a ton of great technical information and inspiration for innovative
creative applications. Bring your questions, try some new products, learn some
new techniques and go home with a selection of free GOLDEN samples!
Cost: FREE! Registration required.

